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Abstract—Network structures in various backgrounds play
important roles in social, technological, and biological systems.
However, the observable network structures in real cases are
often incomplete or unavailable due to the measurement errors
or private protection issues. Therefore, inferring the complete
network structure is useful for understanding complex systems.
The existing studies have not fully solved the problem of inferring
network structure with partial or no information about connec-
tions or nodes. In this paper, we tackle the problem by utilizing
time series data generated by network dynamics. We regard
the network inference problem based on dynamical time series
data as a problem of minimizing errors for predicting future
states and proposed a novel data-driven deep learning model
called Gumbel Graph Network (GGN) to solve the two kinds
of network inference problems: Network Reconstruction and
Network Completion. For the network reconstruction problem,
the GGN framework includes two modules: the dynamics learner
and the network generator. For the network completion problem,
GGN adds a new module called the States Learner to infer
missing parts of the network. We carried out experiments on
discrete and continuous time series data. The experiments show
that our method can reconstruct up to 100% network structure
on the network reconstruction task. While the model can also
infer the unknown parts of the structure with up to 90% accuracy
when some nodes are missing. And the accuracy decays with the
increase of the fractions of missing nodes. Our framework may
have wide application areas where the network structure is hard
to obtained and the time series data is rich.
Index Terms—Network Inference, Network Reconstruction,
Network Completion, Graph Network, Time Series
I. INTRODUCTION
A complex system is an integrated system with many parts,
and the emergent behaviors of the entire system are determined
by how these parts interact [1], i.e., the network structure. For
example, the topology of a social network determines how
fast the opinions or ideas can spread in a social media [2, 3];
the structure of a supply chain network between companies
influences the safety of the whole market because risk may
propagate along the links [4, 5]; the topology of the cooper-
ation network plays critical role for scientific innovation and
individual development for young scientists [6, 7]. However,
the data of network structure is always incomplete or even
unavailable either because measuring binary links is costly or
the data of weak ties is missing [8, 9, 5]. Therefore, it is urgent
to find a way to infer the complete network structure according
to non-structural information [10, 11].
Link prediction, as the traditional task in network science,
tries to infer the lost links in network structure according to
the linking patterns of existing connections [12, 13]. Although
numerous algorithms have been developed to complete the
missing links of a large network with high accuracy [14, 15],
all of these approaches require the complete nodes information
but it is always unavailable in practice [8, 16]. link prediction
cannot solve the inference problem under the condition that
the network contains unobservable nodes. In real cases, we
can either obtain nodes information of the only partial network
or without any information about links [17, 18], as a result,
conventional link prediction algorithms cannot work.
Network completion methods have been developed in re-
cent years trying to tackle the first problem we will discuss
in the paper, that is, to infer the missing connections on
unobserved nodes according to the linking patterns between
observable nodes. The methods can be categorized into tradi-
tional statistical-based methods and graph neural network liked
methods. Give examples of traditional methods represented
by expectation maximum(EM) algorithm, Myunghwan Kim
and Jure Leskovec applied Kronecker graph model and EM
to complete the network according to the observed linking
patterns [19]. Although their algorithms obtain a relatively
high accuracy of recovering missing links, there is an implicit
requirement, the underlying network structure is required to
follow the self-similar property as possible, which is violated
by some network [20]. Following the same expectation max-
imum(EM) algorithm, in a recent NC work, Xue, Yuankun
and Bogdan, Paul developed a causal inference method to
recover the complete network structure from the adversarial
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interventions [21]. On the other hand, as the booming devel-
opment of deep learning on graphs [22, 23, 24], researchers
applied graph convolution network (GCN) liked models on
network completion problems. Da Xu et al regard the complete
network as the growth of the partial network [25], then they
train the GCN to learn the growing process with the partially
observed network and generalized to the complete unknown
network structure. Cong Tran, Won-Yong Shin, and Andreas
Spitz et al solve the problem by training a graph generating
model to learn the connection patterns among a large set of
similar graphs for training and applied the trained generating
model to complete the missing information [16]. All of these
network completion methods depend on a partially observed
network structure because they try to discover the latent
patterns of the observed connections and to infer the unknown
structures. Nevertheless, in some cases the network structures
are totally implicit and only some signals of partial nodes
can be observed, such as biological network [26] and social
network [8]. How can we infer the whole network structure
without any information of connection patterns?
In fact, time series data on nodes as another important infor-
mation source [27, 28], which is always available in practice,
is ignored by mentioned previous works. For example, in an
online social network, we can only observe the discrete retweet
events between a large set of users, neither their features
like sex, education, etc. and their connection information is
unavailable; in a stock market, all the information that we
can obtain is the prices of different stocks, the connections
between the stocks are unknown. Thus, can we develop a
method to infer the network structure according to the time
series data representing the nodes’states? A large number of
methods have been proposed for reconstructing network from
time series data. One class of them is based on the method of
statistical inference such as Granger causality [29, 30], and
correlation measurements [31, 32, 33]. Even though, these
methods may fail to reveal the structural connection. Another
class of methods was developed for reconstructing structural
connections directly under certain assumptions. For example,
methods such as driving response [34] or compressed sensing
[14, 35, 36, 37] either require the functional form of the
differential equations, or the target-specific dynamics, or the
sparsity of time series data. However, getting this information
is very difficult. Thus, a general framework for reconstructing
network topology, completing missing structures, and learn-
ing dynamics from the time series data of various types of
dynamics, including discrete and binary ones, is necessary.
In this paper, we develop a framework for network inference
from the time series data. We discuss two kinds of network
inference problems. The network reconstruction problem is
defined as the whole network structure reconstruction based
on observed nodes’ states time series data. In this problem,
all nodes are observable. The second problem is network
completion, in which, only partial nodes’ states time series
data is available, and we will infer the complete network
structure according to this piece of information under the
conditions either the connections between observable nodes
are known or unknown. Both problems are formulated as
the same kind of optimization problem, which is to find an
optimized network structure and the approximator of the net-
work dynamics such that the errors between the observed time
series and the generated time series according to the candidate
network structure and dynamical rules is minimized. Both
problems are solved in the same framework called Gumbel-
Graph-Network (GGN) [38], which is a combination of the
network generator based on Gumbel softmax sampling and the
dynamics learner based on Graph Network. Gumbel softmax
sampling is a technique to simulate the sampling process
with a differentiable computation process. Equipped with this
technique, we can train a network generator with a gradient
descent method. Graph Neural Network (GNN) is a new
deep learning architecture on graph. By learning a bunch of
functions defined on nodes and links representing propagation
and aggregation, GNN can recover the complex dynamical
process defined on a graph like rigid body movement [39],
coupled oscillators [38], traffic flows [40], pollution spreading
[41], etc. By deploying the powerful capability of graph neural
network in learning, we can simulate the underlying dynamics
based on the real network.
II. NETWORK INFERENCE METHODOLOGIES
In this paper, we focus on the network inference problems of
the structure and dynamic based on states evolution time series
of all or partial nodes. According to the two different applica-
tion scenarios, we divide the problem into two sub-problems:
(1) Network reconstruction problem: inferring interconnected
structure and dynamic of network evolution with all nodes
observable; (2) Network completion problem: recovering the
structure and nodes’ states of the entire network based on
partial network structure and time series data of the observable
nodes. In this section, we first introduce the formal definitions
of the two sub-problems and then describe the specific models
to solve the problems separately.
Suppose our studied system has an interaction structure
described by a binary graph G = (V,E) with an adjacency
matrix A, where V = {v1, ..., vN} is the set of nodes, or
interchangeably referred to as vertices, and N is the total
number of nodes, E = {eij} is the set of edges between the
nodes, and A is a binary matrix of which each entry equals 0
or 1.
The network dynamic S(ψ,A) is defined on the graph G,
where ψ is the dynamical rule which mapping the states of
nodes X(t) = (X1(t), X2(t), · · ·, XN (t)) ∈ Rn×d in the
system at time t to the states X(t + 1) at time t + 1, where
X(t + 1) = ψ(X(t)), and d is the dimension of the states.
Next, we propose the definition of the network reconstruction
problem:
A. Problem Definition
Definition 1 (Network Reconstruction). The so-called net-
work reconstruction problem refers to deduce the unknown
network structure G and dynamic rule ψ from the known
nodes’ states time series when they can be observed. We can
Fig. 1. The network completion problem on time series : the states of some nodes are missing. we only observe the network structure of the remaining nodes
(with bold circles), and the aim is to infer the missing information (the dashed circles).
generate a time series with length T + 1 from the system
dynamic S, denoted by x0:T = (x0,x1, · · ·,xT ), where
xt = ψt+1(x0), and x0 ∈ RS×n×d is the initial states, where
S is the total number of time series (the number of samples
from different initial conditions). The network reconstruction
problem is defined as an optimization problem that finds a
set of optimal parameters α, β, to minimize the error value
between the state estimation value and ground-truth, which is
the objective function formula 1.
minimizeα,β L =
T∑
t=1
||xt − xˆt(α, β)|| (1)
such that,
xˆt(α, β) = ψˆα(x
t−1, Aˆ(β)) (2)
for t = 1, 2, · · ·, T .
Here, ψˆα(·) is a dynamical rule parameterized by α to
estimate ψ. Starting from state x0, we iteratively apply it
to the states xt in the previous steps, and then obtain the
estimated evolutionary trajectory (xˆ1, xˆ2, · · ·, xˆT ) similar to
(x1,x2, · · ·,xT ); while Aˆ(β) is the estimate of the Adjacency
Matrix A with the parameter β. After minimizing the objective
function, from the parameter α we can calculate the optimized
dynamical rule and also we can get an estimate of the network
structure by sampling from the parameter β. We hope that
Sˆ = (ψˆ(α), Aˆ(β)) will be close enough to the ground truth
S.
Definition 2 (Network completion). Different from the task
of reconstruction, the network completion task is defined in
such a case: when part of individuals in the network are
unobservable, only the generation time series and network
structure of the observable individuals can be observed. As
Figure 1 described, under these conditions, we still need to
infer all the unknown information from the observable indi-
viduals, including the dynamical rule, the states information
of the unknown nodes, and the structure information between
the unknown nodes and the observed nodes.
Let’s formulate the problem as follows: we assume that the
graph G = (V,E) can be divided into two parts: observed
structure Vo, Eo and unobservable structure Vm, Em, accord-
ingly, the adjacency matrix, the states of the nodes, are also
divided into two parts A = Ao
⊕
Am and x = xo
⊕
xm,
respectively. Where,
⊕
indicates the concatenation of tensors
with appropriate ways. Network completion problem is then
to find a set of {α, β, γ} optimal parameter combinations such
that the estimated and the real values of the observed partial
time series are as consistent as possible, that is Equation 3
minimizeα,β,γ L =
T∑
t=1
||xto − xˆot(α, β, γ)||, (3)
such that:
xˆt = (xˆto
⊕
xˆtm) (4)
xˆto
⊕
xˆtm = ψˆα(x
t−1
o
⊕
ˆxt−1m , Ao
⊕
Aˆm(β)). (5)
for t = 1, 2, · · ·, T . Where ψˆα(·), Aˆm(β) are the estimates
of ψ and Am obtained from the parameters α, β respectively.
And
xˆm
t=0 = ρ(γ), (6)
where ρ(γ) ∈ RS×M×d is an estimate of the unknown nodes’
initial state parameterized by γ, where M is the number of
unobserved nodes.
B. Network reconstruction with Gumbel Graph Network
framework
To solve both the problems formulated in the previous
sections, we extended our previous work, a general deep
learning framework called Gumbel Graph Network (GGN)
[38]. As shown in Figure 2, our general idea is to use a
graph network, which is called as a dynamic learner, on the
generated candidate network to realize the dynamical rule
ˆψα(·), where, α are learnable weights of the graph network.
And the candidate network is generated by a series of gumbel
softmax sampling processes parameterized by a matrix βN×N ,
that is,
Aij =
exp((log(βij) + ξij)/τ)
exp(log(βij) + ξij)/τ)) + exp(log(βij) + ξ′ij)/τ))
,
(7)
Fig. 2. GGN Modules: The Adjacency Matrix is generated by the Network Generator via Gumbel softmax sampling; then the adjacency matrix and xt (node
state at time t) are fed to Dynamic Learner to predict the nodes’ states in future P time steps
where βij is the probability of connection between node i
and node j, and ξij are i.i.d random variables of the standard
Gumbel distribution, and τ is the temperature parameter. When
τ goes to infinity, Aij will converge to 0 or 1. Equation 7
simulates the sampling process of generating Aij with the
probability ξij , however, it is derivable such that it can be
adjusted by the gradient descent method.
In the dynamic learner module, we use multiple layered
perceptrons (MLP) to simulate the one step of the complex
non-linear process in real dynamic S, that is, to complete the
mapping from xt−1 to xˆt. The module can be replaced by
CNN or RNN module.
xˆt = ψˆα(Aˆ,x
t−1) (8)
where, α are the weights of MLPs. The readers can be referred
to the paper [38] for the details. By contrasting with the ground
truth of states, we calculate the gradients of all parameters and
update the adjacency matrix parameters βij and ψˆα module
accordingly.
We alternatively train the network generator and dynamic
learner for obtaining the best parameters α, β.
C. Network Completion Gumbel Graph Network
Similar to the previous subsection, we propose the Network
Completion Gumbel Graph Network (NC-GGN) to work out
the network completion problem. The inputs of our model are
the states xto of observed nodes and the observed adjacency
matrix Ao. Correspondingly, the outputs are the complete
network structure and the future states of all nodes.
We also use the GGN framework to learn the dynamic
and structure. However, the difference is we must additionally
learn the state variables of unobserved nodes because all of
their states are missing. This will make the problem harder
than the network reconstruction problem.
Thus, we designed three modules in our model: (1) The
dynamic learner, to predict the states of the node at time
t by using the states information at time t − 1 and the
structure information of the observable node Ao; (2) The initial
state learner, to randomly generate the initial states of the
missing nodes Vm with a set of learnable parameters γ; (3)
The network generator, to generate the candidate connections
between missing nodes and observable nodes.
In the dynamic learner and network generator modules,
we exploited the same techniques like graph network and
Gumbel softmax sampling. However, in this way, we can only
observe the evolutionary information of known nodes, so we
only use the observed node states as supervised information.
As to the initial state learning module, the main goal is to
find the optimal initial states of the missing nodes by using
the same objective function with the optimization method:
gradient descent. The generation process of the initial states
of unobservable nodes can be formulated in the Equation 9:
xˆ0m = ρ(γ), (9)
where ρ is the generation function of initial states param-
eterized by γ, and the form of the function depends on
the problems. For the simplest case, ρ is just the identical
mapping, which means learnable parameters γs are the initial
states. We can use a stochastic gradient descent algorithm
to optimize all the modules with the automatic differential
techniques.
To detail the whole process of network completion, we will
layout the pseudo-codes of NC-GGN in Algorithm 1.
We separately train the three modules mentioned previously
in one epoch, and each module for multiple rounds. Modules
update the parameters within themselves only. That means, for
example, only αs are updated in dynamic learning modules
and keep βs and γs unchanged.
Algorithm 1 : NC-GGN algorithm
1 Input: observed adjacency Ao(Vo, Eo); observed states x0o;
Length of Prediction Steps P; Length of Dynamic Learner, Initial States, Gumbel Generator Train Steps D,I,K;
2 Output: predict adjacency Aˆ(Vo, Eo, Vm, Em);xˆ = {xˆ0m, xˆ1m, · · ·, xˆpm, xˆ1o, · · ·, xˆpo}
# initialization
4 Initialize Dynamics Learner parameters α
5 Initialize Initial States Learner parameters γ
6 Initialize Gumbel Generator parameters β
# Training
7 Initial states of missing nodes xˆ0m = ρ(γ)
8 for each epoch do
# Training Dynamics Learner
9 for d=1,· · ·,D do
10 xˆo0 ← x0o
11 for t=1,· · ·,P do
12 xˆot ← Dynamics Learner(Ao, xˆot−1, α)
13 end
14 loss ← Compute Loss({xo1, · · ·,xop}, {xˆo1, · · ·, xˆoP })
15 update α with the gradient of loss
16 end
# Training States Learner
17 Missing Edge info:Aˆm ← Gumbel Generator(β)
18 Aˆ← (Ao
⊕
Aˆm)
19 for i=1,· · ·,I do
20 xˆ0 ← (x0o
⊕
xˆ0m)
21 for t=1,· · ·,P do
22 xˆt ← Dynamics Learner(Aˆ, xˆt−1, α)
23 end
24 loss ← Compute Loss({xo1, · · ·,xop}, {xˆo1, · · ·, xˆoP })
25 update xˆ0m with the gradient of loss
26 end
# Training Network Generator
28 for k=1,· · ·,K do
29 xˆ0 ← (x0o
⊕
xm0)
30 Missing Edge info:Aˆm ← Gumbel Generator(β)
31 Aˆ← onehot(Ao
⊕
Aˆm)
32 for t=1,,P do
33 xˆt ← Dynamics Learner(Aˆ, xˆt−1, θ)
34 end
35 loss ← Compute Loss({xo1, · · ·,xop}, {xˆo1, · · ·, xˆoP })
36 update β with the gradient of loss
37 end
38 end
We start training the dynamic learner for D rounds and the
initial state for I rounds in an epoch, and the network generator
module for K rounds. We repeat the training process until the
model converges or the loss function does not drop.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our framework and algorithms can work on state time series
of any format, such as continuous real vectors, discrete tensors,
or binary strings. To apply the framework in the scenarios of
social science, we construct two examples.
The first case is the spreading process of opinions. Suppose
we can only observe the retweet events from user A to user B
with time stamps t, and try to reconstruct the social network
structure behind the users. The observed retweet events can
be converted binary states time series data. Suppose there are
N users, and all the users on the heads of the propagating
event chains are infected by the opinion. We set the initial
states of these sources as 1 and all other users as 0. If the
propagating event took place at time t, from user A to B.
Then the state of user B will be converted from 0 to 1. And
all the users will keep their states unchanged in other cases.
In this way, we can convert propagating events into binary
states time series. Hence, our algorithms can be applied to
reconstruct or complete the network and dynamics.The second
example is to predict the prices or volumes of a bunch of
stocks. And by using the network reconstruction or completion
algorithms, we may also reconstruct the connections between
these stocks. The connections may reveal latent information
such as joint ownership or economic connections, and facilitate
our understanding of the market. Suppose the price or the
volume can be described by real values at each time step,
then we can obtain the real-valued vectors as the time series.
Our algorithms can be applied to this example. However, due
to the limitation of data availability and computing resource,
we generate data from artificial simulations to test how our
algorithms work.
A. Datasets
To test our framework, we create two data sets by simu-
lations. One data set contains binary states generated by the
Voter model, which can simulate the information spreading
process on social networks, and the other set contains contin-
uous time series data generated by the Coupled Map Lattice
model, which can emulate the fluctuation of the stock price.
All simulations are implemented on the small-world networks
generated by Watts-Strogatz (WS) model. We will introduce
the two simulation models in detail.
Voter model. The voter model introduced by Richard A.
Holley and Thomas M. Liggett in 1975[42] can simulate
the spreading dynamics of opinions, ideas, information on a
network. Suppose there are N interacting agents connected to
form a network. Initially, each agent has a distinct “opinion”
represented by 0 or 1. At each time t, any agent i will have a
chance to change his ”opinion”, and the probability to adopt
opinion is determined by the relative fraction of k in all of i’s
neighbors.
We generated simulated data on WattsStrogatz Network
with a reconnection probability of 0.2. We simulate on net-
works with size 10, 20 or 30 for 200 times (samples) with
different initial states, and each simulation runs for 50 steps.
Each step in one experiment is a sample of data, so there are
10000 data samples in total. All the 10000 data samples are
separated into training, validation and testing data sets with
70%, 15%, and 15% for both network reconstruction task and
network completion task. we randomly removed M nodes and
their edges from the WS network with size 10, 20 as observed
incomplete graph Go on the network completion task.
Coupled map lattices. A Coupled map lattices (CML)
model is a dynamical system with discrete time, discrete
space, and continuous state variables proposed by Kaneko in
1992 [43]. We suppose the CML model can generate chaotic
time series which can emulate stock price fluctuations. Each
element on a lattice consists of a logistic map coupled to their
neighbors, this can be written as
xt+1(i) = (1− )f(xt(i)) + |Ni|
∑
j∈Ni
xt(i)f(xt(j)) (10)
where xt(i) is treated as the state of the element of node i
at time t, Ni represents node i’s neighbors,  is the coupling
constant which can tune the system behavior to the chaos. And
as the local map f(x), it usually takes the logistic map:
f(x) = x(1− x) (11)
For network reconstruct task, we generated simulated data
on WattsStrogatz Network with a reconnection probability of
0.2. We run the simulation for 5000 times (samples) with
different initial states on networks with different sizes 10, 20
or 30, respectively. For network completion task, we generated
simulated data on the same network structure as reconstruct
task. We run the simulation for 2000 and 6000 times (samples)
with different initial states on networks with different sizes 10
or 20, respectively. For both tasks, each simulation runs for
100 steps. We group every 10 steps as one data record. So there
are 50000 data records in total at each size on the network
reconstruct task, and 20,000 and 60,000 data records for 10 or
20 sized networks respectively on the network completion task.
All the data samples are separated into training, validation
and testing data sets with 70%, 15% and 15%. we randomly
removed M nodes and their edges from the WS network as
observed incomplete graph Go on the network completion
task.
B. Performance Metrics
On the network inference task, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of our model mainly by the accuracy of nodes’ states
prediction and the accuracy of network structure prediction.
The accuracy of nodes’ states is calculated by mean absolute
error (MAE). The accuracy of network structure can be done
by comparing the adjacency matrices between the prediction
value and the ground truth, which can be regarded as a
binary classification problem. Therefore, the evaluation index
of the binary classification problem like AUC, ACC, TPR
and so forth are used to measure the performance of network
inference. The measures we used are listed in the following
items:
- MAE(mean absolute error): MAE is a measure of the
difference between two vectors, it is the total absolute
value of the differences.
- AUC(area under the roc curve): AUC evaluates how sim-
ilar the probabilities of network edges from the network
generator are to the real adjacency matrix. AUC is defined
as the area under the ROC curve, which is the indicator
for a comprehensive evaluation of TPR (True Positive
Rate) and FPR (False Positive Rate). The closer the AUC
is to 1, the more clearly our model can tell whether there
are edges or not.
- ACC(net): We sample an estimated adjacency matrix Aˆ
with a value of either 0 or 1 from the estimated edge
probabilities. ACC(net) is the proportion of elements that
correctly estimated of the adjacency matrix Aˆ. And the
ACC(net)-missing is the ACC(net) of the missing network
structure. The values range from 0-1, and the closer the
1 value is, the better the result of the model is.
- ACC(states): For continuous time series data,
ACC(states) refers to the MSE(Mean Square Error)
between the predicted states xˆt and the ground truth
states xt. While for discrete time series, MAE(Mean
Absolute Error) is obtained by predicting the state after
sampling dispersed xˆt, ACC(states) of discrete time
series equals 1 − MAE. In network completion tasks,
the s are divided into two classes, one is observed nodes,
the other is missing nodes. The states’ accuracy of these
two classes of nodes is called observed ACC(states),
missing ACC(states) respectively.
- TPR(True Positive Rate): TPR measures the proportion
of actual positives that are correctly identified in adjacent
matrix Aˆ. And the closer the TPR score is to 1, the lower
the error rate is.
- FPR(False Positive Rate): FPR measures the proportion
of actual positives that are wrongly identified in sampled
adjacent matrix Aˆ. The error rate decreases when the FPR
score approaches 0.
C. Nodes alignment problem
In the evaluation for network completion, because there are
no nodes’ labels, we need to find the matching between the
nodes of missing and the ground truth to evaluate the effect
of network completion. We used a greedy algorithm to find
a nodes alignment. The main idea of the greedy algorithm
is to compare the corresponding column or the row between
Aˆ and A and find the most similar vector correspondence.
Here, a hamming distance is used to measure the similarity.
By traversing the missing nodes, we can find the matching
relationship between the estimate value and the ground truth
of the missing nodes. The estimate of the rearranged adjacency
matrix is used for calculating all performance metrics.
D. Experimental Setup
The parameter settings on our three modules are as follows:
(1) In the dynamics learner module, we use 4-layered MLP
as a function of information aggregation between nodes.
The activation function of each layer is ReLU. The model
parameter α is a randomly initialized set of parameters. When
the number of neurons in the hidden layers is set to 64,
32, 16, 8, respectively, the network reconstruction task can
achieved good results. As to the network completion task,
on the Voter dataset, the settings are similar. On the CML
dataset, the embedding dimension of hidden layer is set to
32 dimensions, and that of the 2-4 layers is 16, 8, and 4
dimensions, respectively. Within each epoch, we trained the
dynamics learner module 30 times. (2) In the initial state
learning module of the network completion task, we use
different methods to deal with it. In the case of discrete
state, the nodes’ states are usually coded by one-hot vectors
to indicate which kind of state the node belongs to. We use
sigmoid as the function ρ to classify the parameters into the
interval [0, 1], indicating the probability that the node belongs
to a certain state. In the case of continuous states, the state has
no interval limit, and the function ρ is the identity mapping
of the parameter γ. On the CML dataset, we find that we
can achieve similar completion accuracy without updating the
initial states of unknown nodes when updating the missing
initial states, so we set the initial states as random values in
the training process. (3) In the network generator module, we
randomly generate an initial set of learnable parameters from
the normal distribution N(0, 1) for training.The above three
modules are optimized using the Adam algorithm, and the
learning rate is 0.001, 0.1, 0.1 respectively.
Since the initial states learning module in the network
completion task only learned the initial states of the unknown
nodes of the training set, but not the states of the unknown
nodes of the test set. Therefore, during the test phase, we fix
the learned dynamics learner and adjacency matrix to generate
a set of trainable unknown nodes’ states for the test set. Similar
to the initial states learning module of the training set, we
optimize the initial state of the unknown nodes in the test set
and calculate the accuracy of the dynamic predictor.
E. Inference Accuracy
1) Accuracy of inference with different network sizes: Our
approach is compared with the neural relational inference
model on the task of network reconstruction.
- NRI(Neural Relational Inference Model) applies a vari-
ational auto-encoder method to learn the underlying in-
teraction graph and the complex system dynamics from
the observational dynamical data. We ran the NRI Model
on the Voter dataset and the CML dataset using settings
consistent with the original paper of Kipf etc [39].
As to the comparative model for network completion task,
according to our investigation, there are almost no models can
be applied directly to solve the network completion based on
time series data. At the same time, modifying other types of
existing models for network completion will be a very com-
plicated problem. Therefore, in the network completion tasks,
we do not conduct comparative experiments.We demonstrate
the accuracy of the network inference model across all data
sets on different network sizes.
In table I, we show the performances of the GGN and NRI
model on the network reconstruction task. We empirically
show that the average metrics scores in the experiments on
three scales. In terms of the accuracy of structure inference,
AUCs can reach above 98% and ACC above 95% in networks
of different sizes. The values of TPR and FPR of the recon-
structed adjacency matrix are close to the optimal values. The
accuracy of ACC(states) is over 86% in the Voter data set. The
error rate (MAE) is close to 0 in CML data sets, indicating that
GGN can better fit the dynamics of the network. In addition, it
can be also observed that GGN performs better than the NRI
model on network reconstruction tasks.
We carry out the experiment of the NC-GGN model on
network completion on the same data set, where the percent
of missing nodes M is set to 10%. In table II, the first number
in the first column represents the total network size, and
the second number is the number of nodes being removed.
For example, 20-2 indicates that there are 20 nodes in a
complete dynamical system, and only 18 nodes are observed.
The information on the two nodes was completely missing.
Both in the inference of missing structure and nodes’ states,
our model NC-GGN has achieved high inference accuracy on
a 10-node scale network. As the scale of the network increases,
the number of possible connections increases greatly, and the
difficulty of completion also increases, as a result, the accuracy
decreases. The accuracy of Voter data sets is lower than that
of the CML data sets, which is due to the fact that the number
of CML samples is more than that of the Voter data sets. We
can also see that the accuracy of the network completion task
is lower than that of the network reconstruction task.
2) Accuracy with different missing proportions: In this part,
we investigate the effect of the observed network completeness
on network completion problem. We adjust the completeness
Data Node Num GGN NRIAUC ACC(net) TPR FPR ACC(state) ACC(net) TPR FPR ACC(state)
Voter
10 0.987 0.952 0.930 0.033 0.928 0.666 0.530 0.241 0.920
20 0.997 0.989 0.982 0.009 0.867 0.750 0.559 0.198 0.863
30 0.999 0.996 0.976 0.001 0.870 - - - -
CML
10 1 1 1 0 5.63E-06 0.531 0.446 0.588 1.69E-04
20 1 1 1 0 3.00E-06 - - - -
30 1 1 1 0 3.29E-06 - - - -
TABLE I
NETWORK RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE ON VOTER AND CML DATA
Data Num-Missing Num NC-GNNMissing AUC Missing ACC(net) TPR FPR Missing ACC(states) Observed ACC(states)
Voter 10-1 0.849 0.724 0.719 0.276 0.895 0.94220-2 0.732 0.670 0.615 0.347 0.791 0.914
CML 10-1 0.993 0.867 0.809 0.089 - 0.00920-2 0.803 0.786 0.827 0.242 - 0.066
TABLE II
NETWORK COMPLETION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON VOTER AND CML DATA
Fig. 3. AUC decreases with the proportions of missing nodes.
of the network by tuning the proportion of missing nodes. The
higher the proportion of missing nodes is, the less complete the
system is. We create a number of partially observable network
Go with 10% to 70% missing Nodes on CML data sets based
on 20-node WS networks. We plot the AUCs with the missing
proportions in figure 3.
We mentioned that before the proportion of missing nodes is
increasing, and the difficulty of network completion increases
gradually. When the proportion of missing nodes changes
from 0.1 to 0.3, the performance of completion decreases
significantly. GGN fails to complete the network if the nodes’
missing proportion exceeds 0.3 because the AUC values are
indistinguishable with the random guess.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we take the form of Graph Neural Network
to solve two types of Network Inference problems: Network
Reconstruction and Network Completion. First, we formulate
the network inference problems based on time series data as
the optimization problems. Second, in the model part, we ex-
tended our previous framework GGN to NC-GGN framework
for network completion, which can be applied to a variety
of dynamical time series data. Third, in the experimental
part, we demonstrated GGN model can reconstruct network
structure accurately based on time series data without any prior
knowledge of network structure. Meanwhile, NC-GGN can
infer the hidden node’s states and structural information from
90% of known network structure and dynamical data. Besides,
the performance of network completion task is influenced by
the proportion of missing nodes seriously.
There are still many aspects that can be improved in our
current work. For example, all of the experiments are carried
out on small-sized networks with less than 30 nodes. In the
future, the network scale can be increased from two aspects
by increasing the computational power or by simplifying the
model. Besides, the amount of data needed for network infer-
ence is relatively large, the reduction for data requirement will
affect the inference performance of the model. Furthermore,
the result of network completion can be further improved by
increasing the accuracy of the missing initial states.
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